
D/Generation Outline 
Act 1 

Main Character 

Koshi is the main character in the story. 

Dramatic Premise 

Genova Biotech is determined to use their bioweapon as an ultimatum to maintain 
control and demand money amid financial trouble.  

Dramatic Situation 

After the terror threat is found out, the team with the biosuit attempts to thwart their 
attacks. 

Exposition 

Scenes from Koshi's lab opens. Koshi meets Nu in a field and brings it in to care for it. A 
flash of light goes towards Koshi and touches his arm. The Genova Biotech Director and 
Hirsch are also shown talking in a Black Mesa office talking about their growing debt and 
their resolve to begin the D/Generation project with Derrida's involuntary help. 

Inciting Incident 

Once Koshi's armature suit changes in an accident, this was a beginning of a cycle of 
evolution for him.  

Nu gives Koshi medical care after the accident. A year elapses, and Derrida is introduced in MIT. 
Bigieu visits with Koshi to catch up. Koshi, now recovered, works with Nu on a particle 
accelerator for the suit with the intent of selling it. Bigieu suspects the plan for the 
D/Generation and Hirsch becomes aware. 

Plot Point #1 

Bigieu is arrested and Derrida gets kidnapped and is placed under duress to finish the 
D/Generation project. This is the beginning of their attack. 

Act 2 

Hirsch places Derrida under duress to help with the D/Generation project. Bigieu escapes, and 
Koshi befriends Mike. 



The D/Generation is nearly operational. A flashback scene depicts the history of Alma's 
conversion into the D/Generation. 

Derrida sends a transmission to warn the A.U. of the D/Generation. This prompts the A.U. to 
eventually reach out to Hargreave through a contractor known as Jim Raynor. Hargreave 
contacts Bigieu about the situation. The A.U. investigates the coordinates from Derrida's 
message and confirm there's a occupational presence in the jungle. Bigieu considers Koshi a 
good option, and eventually brings him in. Genova Biotech suspects Bigieu of blowing the 
whistle instead of Derrida. 

First Culmination 

Once Koshi and Bigieu are briefed by Valerian in the A.U. about the problem, the team 
feels confident they can eventually win. 

Koshi trains with Bigieu and Mike. The D/Generation becomes operational in the Black Mesa lab 
of Genova Biotech. The team heads to Black Mesa. They face heavy resistance in the jungle 
entrance. The D/Generation organizes the primary defense by spawning child clones. Koshi 
discovers his suit can absorb certain power-up items. 

Midpoint 

[ A set of hidden mechanized turrets fire grenades at Koshi while he walks towards a 
science bay, one of which causes moderate injures Koshi and loss of consciousness.] 
After this sudden attack the resolve of the team diminishes for a time, before Bigieu 
affirms adherence to the mission. 

The team keeps fighting in Black Mesa. They are momentarily attacked by the D/Generation, but 
it cloaks and flees. 

Plot Point 2 

When Hirsch and the Genova Biotech Director are killed by an A.U. attack drone, the 
tide shifts more in the favor of the good side. 

Act 3 

The team prepares for a primary attack against the D/Generation. [Add more material before 
the final battle.] 

Climax 

The party defeats the D/Generation in a difficult battle. [Make the final battle more 
dramatic.] 

Denouement 



The entire team is seen celebrating in an Italian restaurant. 


